The respective first and last authors of this article, Mirko Bibl and Jens Wiltfang, would like to clarify the issue of the seeming duplicate publication of a figure in two articles.
From E-mails dated 14th June 2018 (Dr. Kalvodova) and 15th June 2018 (Dr. Solomon) we understood that a reader has notified you of similarities of Indeed, these two figures in question derive from one and the same master blot. However, in our opinion, we cited this figure in the second paper (Journal of Neural Transmission) in a fully correct way, namely as follows:
• In the second paper (Journal of Neural Transmission) we stated in the results chapter on p. 807: "Based on a previously published sequential aminoterminally and carboxyterminally specific immunoprecipitation protocol followed by subsequent Ab-SDS-PAGE/ immunoblot analysis, the CSF concentrations of the Ab peptides 1-37, 1-38, 1-38ox, 1-39, 1-40, 1-40ox, 1-42, 2-40 and 2-42 could be analyzed in the groups NDC, AD and FTD (Fig. 1) ." • We have cited the historically first paper published in J Proteomics Clin. Appl., i.e. in Journal of Neural Transmission, two times in our second publication, namely at the end of the left column of p. 806 and at the top of the left column of p. 810.
A second version of the same master blot modified as compared to the first paper (J Proteomics Clin. Appl.) was shown only for didactic reasons that is the prototypic illustration of the Abeta-peptide separation by urea based western immunoblot. Thus, the reason for showing the figure again in the second publication was solely to improve the intelligibility of the paper.
The original article can be found online at https ://doi.org/10.1007/ s0070 2-012-0801-3.
The reason for cutting and flipping the blot in the second publication also resulted from our attempts to improve its intelligibility.
In detail, by cutting the blot's original size we attempted to highlight its most relevant areas. In the first publication, the master blot was flipped in order to put labels, i.e. the names of peptides, on the left side of the blot and next to standard peptide lanes. Labels were put outside the blot to not disturb the visibility of blot bands and facilitate the visual comparability of their heights. In the second publication the figure served only for illustration so that peptide labels were integrated in the blot picture. In both publications, we aimed to stick to the convention that labels of blot bands are put on the left side of blots.
In light of these considerations, we respectfully disagree with the opinion of having performed ethical or scientific misconduct and thus reject the accusation raised by a notnamed reader of having edited the blot with the intention to hide its mutual duplicate publication.
The original version of this article does not reflect the current affiliations of Mirko Bibl and Jens Wilfang.
Their current affiliations are as follows:
